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Riding with the Lion
The Haunted Mesa
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal,
ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

New Selected Poems
A leading spiritual medium introduces her system of soul typing, explaining how the thirteen soul signs can provide a basic
understanding of human nature, relationships, and emotions.

Enchanted Love
Includes biographaphical and bibliographical information for over four hundred twentieth writers of Hispanic decent

Hispanic Writers
WORLD-RENOWNED BESTSELLING AUTHOR CARLOS CASTANEDA'S SELECTION OF HIS WRITINGS ON THE SHAMANS OF
ANCIENT MEXICO Near the end of his life, Carlos Castaneda gathered together and reviewed his seminal works on his
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training as a shaman initiate, recorded in a literary career that spans over thirty years. The result is this groundbreaking
collection of quotations -- the essence of Carlos Castaneda, drawn from his landmark volumes including The Teachings of
Don Juan, Journey to Ixtlan, A Separate Reality, and Tales of Power. Enhanced with an introduction and original commentary
by the author, this powerful work illuminates the shaman's life as never before. Castaneda's words explore how the ancient
shamans could literally touch and direct the wheel of time -- a profound yet pragmatic tradition that can be felt even in our
day.

Bibliographic Guide to Anthropology and Archaeology
Castenada looks back on the time he spent as an apprentice to the descendants of the Shamans. The reader will find here a
distillation of all his key thoughts and ideas.

Library Journal
Investigator Mike Raglan is drawn into a world of mystery and violence, where he will learn the legacy of the Anasazi.

In Search of the Miraculous
Although many treasure the poetry of New Zealander James K. Baxter, less familiar are his forays into written prose and
public speaking which similarly dazzle, challenge, and entertain. Laced with the humor, passion, intelligence, and everyday
detail beloved of his poetry, this unique selection of writings explores those issues--social life, love, religion, nature, and
everyday life--which make Baxter's life and work central to the New Zealand experience and to his generation.

Talking Book Topics
Exploring Gurdjieff's teaching of the Fourth Way - the way of transformation in ordinary life.

The Gurdjieff Journal
In Search of the Lost Mother of Infancy
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The Soul of Shamanism
You are the World
Drawing from his ten-year apprenticeship in sorcery, the author discusses the philosophy and teachings of his instructor, a
Yaqui Indian

Sorcerer's Apprentice
Some of life's most important lessons cannot be explicitly taught and learned. David Rigoni uses a shaman metaphor to
examine how the most important learning in a professional program takes place between the lines of the formal curriculum.

Cassette Books
Wonderland
Sorcerer’s Apprentice opens with Amy Wallace’s first meeting with Carlos Castaneda, the infamous anthropologist-turnedshaman, whose books described meetings with Yaqui Indian spiritual teacher don Juan. Castaneda’s rise was meteoric in
the late 1960s as he wrote massive bestsellers, inspired many to experiment with psychedelics, and was dubbed “the
Godfather of the New Age.” The possibility that Castaneda’s experiences may have been fabricated did little to compromise
his legend.As the daughter of best-selling novelist Irving Wallace, Amy was rarely shy around famous people. When her
father insisted she meet Castaneda, she at first demurred. Little did she know that a delightful first meeting would begin a
20-year friendship, followed by her descent into the dramatic and deeply troubled affair chronicled in this book. Sorcerer’s
Apprentice unblinkingly reveals the inner workings of the “Cult of Carlos,” run by a charismatic authoritarian in his sixties
who controlled his young female followers through emotional abuse, mind games, bizarre rituals, dubious teachings, and
sexual excess. Wallace’s story is both specific and universal, a captivating cautionary tale about the dangers of giving up
one’s power to a tyrant–and about surviving assaults on body and spirit.

The Wheel Of Time
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South Texas Shaman
In The Art of Navigation Felix Wolf recounts the adventure of his own life, and how his association with Carlos Castaneda
transformed him - from a first encounter in 1980 to his apprenticeship with Castaneda in the 1990s, up to the present, more
than a decade after Castaneda's death. Wolf's story-follows his journey over thirty years and across the globe, from
hedonistic beginnings towards surrender and awakening, from a focus on magic and power to the emergence of love and
compassion. The central theme of this memoir is the art of navigation, which entails living life in the spirit of a magical
treasure hunt - playful, intuitive, fluid, and fully aware in the Now.

Teaching What Can't Be Taught
Includes audio versions, and annual title-author index.

The Experiment
Millions of readers worldwide have treasured the visionary brilliance of Carlos Castaneda, who first explore the world of the
Yaqui Indian sorcerer in The Teachings of don Juan. Now, at last, don Juan returns in The Power of Silence -- wise,
infuriating, capable or working miracles and playing practical jokes, but always seeking the wisdom of the warrior. The
Power of Silence is Castaneda's most astonishing book to date -- a brilliant flash of knowledge that illuminates the far
reaches of the human mind. Through don Juan's mesmerizing stories, the true meaning of sorcery and magic is finally
revealed. Honed in the desert of Sonora, the visions of don Juan give us the vital secrets of belief and self-realization that
are transcendental and valid for us all. It is Castaneda's unique genius to show us that all wisdom, strength, and power lie
within ourselves -- unleashed with marvelous energy and imaginative force in the teachings of don Juan -- and in the
writings of his famous pupil, Carlos Castaneda

Making Sense of the Life and Works of Carlos Castaneda
“A marvelous book with rich teachings that particularly touch the heart of death -- and, thus, life itself.”--Thom Hartmann,
author of The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight Carlos Castaneda comes back from the dead in a true-life spiritual adventure
story set in the French Pyrenees, Machu Picchu, the Peruvian Amazon, and the American Southwest. Four months after his
death, the world-renowned writer, anthropologist, and mystic Carlos Castaneda turns up in the French Pyrenees. He meets
with writer Martin Goodman. His purpose? To lead Martin beyond the fear of death and the confusions of mortality, and to
offer a clearer understanding of the ultimate wisdom -- the wisdom to live the rest of our days in full and conscious harmony
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with the living earth. Martin Goodman is a gifted storyteller who has infused I Was Carlos Castaneda with literary verve and
humor. When, at their first encounter, an incredulous Goodman confronts Castaneda with reports of his recent death,
Castaneda replies wryly, “Details. . . mere details.” And so the story begins. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Journey To Ixtlan
To learn more about Rowman & Littlefield titles please visit us at www.rowmanlittlefield.com.

The Portable Sixties Reader
Castaneda's Journey
Argues that intention is a force found in the universe that propels an individual into action and includes stories and
examples of the prinicples of intention and ways to apply intention to everyday life.

Shopping for God
A selection of poems which are intended to represent the range of Baxter's work, not just its peaks."

The Essential Baxter
Bibliographic Guide to Latin American Studies
Contains excerpts from essays, speeches, poetry, and fiction representative of the American counterculture of the 1960s.

Recording for the Blind & Dyslexic, Catalog of Books
Soul Signs
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Studies in formative spirituality
Written in the non-traditional, humorous, and slightly irreverent tone of books like Sit Down and Shut Up, and Dharma
Punxs, Wonderlandis a highly original riff on Alice in Wonderland, using the classic story as a jumping off point for
conveying the Zen concept of ‘One Mind’. Daniel Silberberg’s first book is a unique contribution to contemporary American
Zen, which honors its historic roots and yet strikes out into fresh areas. It presents a lively mix of tone and quotation and
levels of discourse, from citing Timeless Spring or the Diamond Sutra to Kill Bill and ketchup. With stories from his own life
as well as from the larger cultural swirl around him, Daniel Silberberg reflects on the differences between how we perceive
the world around us and the way it actually is. Daniel Silberberg’s take on a variety of Buddhist ideas and concepts are
immediately useful and relevant. The reader will find that it addresses directly some of the issues they are dealing with in
their own practice. The author’s insights and experiences come from his experience leading a large Zen community and
from his almost thirty years of Zen Training in the lineage of the highly revered teachers Genpo Roshi and Maezumi Roshi.

Power of Silence
Carlos Castaneda was a brilliant scholar but legitimacy bored him. At UCLE he got a Ph.D. in anthropology by turning the
latest social science theories into controversies with a mushroom-smoking hermit and feeding them back to his professors
as an ancient Indian wisdom. ”Careful, balanced, and scholarly … definitive work.” —Weston La Barre, Journal of
Psychological Anthropology “Should satisfy anyone still in doubt” New York Times Book Review

Book Review Digest
A new edition of the groundbreaking spiritual treasure, with a foreword by bestselling author Marianne Williamson . Since its
original publication in 1949, In Search of the Miraculous has been hailed as the most valuable and reliable documentation of
G. I. Gurdjieff's thoughts and universal view. This historic and influential work is considered by many to be a primer of
mystical thought as expressed through the Work, a combination of Eastern philosophies that had for centuries been passed
on orally from teacher to student. Gurdjieff's goal, to introduce the Work to the West, attracted many students, among
them Ouspensky, an established mathematician, journalist, and, with the publication of In Search of the Miraculous, an
eloquent and persuasive proselyte. Ouspensky describes Gurdjieff's teachings in fascinating and accessible detail, providing
what has proven to be a stellar introduction to the universal view of both student and teacher. It goes without saying that In
Search of the Miraculous has inspired great thinkers and writers of ensuing spiritual movements, including Marianne
Williamson, the highly acclaimed author of A Return to Love and Illuminata. In a new and never-before-published foreword,
Williamson shares the influence of Ouspensky's book and Gurdjieff's teachings on the New Thought movement and her own
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life, providing a contemporary look at an already timeless classic.

Chaco Journey
An insightful and inspiring guide for living life to its fullest. -- John Gray, author of Men Are From Mars, Women Are From
VenusA book about the living way you want, rather than just getting what you've been led to think you want.

The Wheel of Time
The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge, purportedly a legitimate work of anthropology describing author
Carlos Castaneda's apprenticeship to a Mexican Indian sorcerer, was first published in 1968, and was followed by eleven
more books by this author. All of his books achieved a very wide readership. To the dismay of many of his devoted readers,
however, Castaneda has been shown to have been a charlatan, arguably the most infamous charlatan of the twentieth
century. But what if the Mexican sorcerer, Juan Matus, with whom Castaneda claimed he had studied, were shown to have
been a real person? I believe the circumstantial evidence strongly suggests that he was. Might these books not be read or
reread with replenished interest and purpose?

Life Is But a Dream
This sophisticated book, which reads like a good story, gives a shamanic dimension to psychology and the best
psychological analysis to the notion of shamanism.Before reading anything else on shamans or 'spirituality, ' read this
book." -- Thomas Moore "In this masterful account, Daniel Noel illumines the rising tide of shamanism. Tracking the primal
practices f the religious life through literary as well as anthropological sources, he manages to extricate the sham from the
shamanic while extending our vision of what it is to live in a larger reality." -- Jean Houston "A startling, ground-breaking
work that offers great hope for synthesizing the many religious traditions into one comprehensive vision of the nature of our
lives." Vine Deloria, Jr., author, God is Red and Red Earth, White Lies "Noelpresents an innovative and startling path that will
enable Western seekers to become sorcerers." -- Values & Visions "Noel provides a model for renewed shamanic seeking.
Through dreams and imaginings can come the spirituality of imaginal healing, and the loss of imagination equates to the
loss of the soul. He draws from two decades of work with shamanic imagining, relating in anecdotal fashion psychological
assumptions of renewed shamanic healing."

The Art of Navigation
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This little book has a selected number of truthful anecdotes of some early supernatural experiences I went through
beginning in October, ’72, during my graduate work in Social Work at Our Lady Of The Lake University, here in my beautiful
hometown San Antone (some good folks call it San Antonio), as part of a pre-Destined, much larger spiritual Training that
ended up stretching out some 33 years, and which I feel I am supposed to share with all you good people. But this is not
about me: we ALL have Gifts, as Jesus repeatedly taught, and Demonstrated, whether we yet know it or not, and the
Training has been HARSH, so I am bold in my Testimony, not being naïve about the dangers inherent in provoking
controversy. This is (emboldened, admittedly) Testimony of the Guidance and Power and Love of my best Friend and Buddy
since ’72, my beloved Lord Jesus, the coming Messiah and true King of the Mother Earth, Her peoples, and all of Nature (IN
OUR LIFETIMES, ACCORDING TO MY TRAINING AND GIFTS, AND THE SIGNS NOW INCREASINGLY OBVIOUS, ALL AROUND US).
There is an obvious progression of events that occurred during the Training, according to my Lord Jesus’ far-seeing
purposes, so I have attempted to share that in a “scientific” way, if you would, -how one incident led to another, way down
the road of linear time (but perfectly connected, in God’s timing). Such is the case with THE STORIES BEHIND THE PICTURE,
with 13 of the early supernatural occurrences over a nine year period (’72 to’81) that led up to the picture (The Three Wood
Dragons and Power Rock). Briefly, I have been close to my beloved Nature all my life, with both sides of my Family being
solid, wonderful, country folk with deep spiritual values, raised in deep wilderness areas in south and east Texas, and all my
young days my three cousins and I spent hunting and fishing, running through all those woods and creeks, just sitting,
watching, listening to, and appreciating, all manner of wildlife (and the powerful, silent Music of God, out there). As soon as
I learned to pray (ironically, through a beautiful 12th century Japanese Buddhist technique, explained in the book: please
see A CHRISTIAN ADAPTATION OF THE NICHIREN SHOSHU JAPANESE BUDDHIST PRAYER CONSIDERATIONS), I went before
my Lord Jesus on Nature’s behalf, and She has rewarded me (according to the Nagual, Don Juan’s, terminology- see the
entire Carlos Castaneda works) in countless, exquisite ways, including the FOUR PHYSICAL OBJECTS GIVEN FROM
SUPERNATURAL BEINGS: THE POWER ROCK AND THE THREE WOOD DRAGONS, given by the Astral Shaman and the Serpent
Seraphim, as the Bible calls the supernatural Spirit Animals (well known by the Native Americans, before their genocide at
the hands of the invading Europeans). I have created this little book (a larger one is still ahead, with more detailed
Testimony (about 250 pages, most now handwritten), from a website, and added some special pieces from the larger
manuscript. Some is deadly serious, but a lot of the pieces are definitely NOT serious, as you will see. Ya gotta keep a sense
of humor all the time, do you not (Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer were my heroes: they made a Party out of everything,
just as an aging Hippie is obliged to do). I must stress that the Jesus Whom I have known since 1975 as my Savior, best
Buddy, and Confidante, is NOT the Jesus portrayed through the centuries through evil people and organized “religion”, who
have given Him a bad name among our Spiritual Families all over this planet. As the Testimony details, Jesus brought me to
Himself through a beautiful twelfth-century Japanese “Buddhist” prayer technique (all prayers to the Creator are
“techniques”), Nichiren Shoshu, which brought my first answered prayer in 1974, a full year before I learned Jesus was
behind my Training. On the contrary, He has taught me since the beginning that ANYONE WHO CALLS
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Connecting Link
Three of Marianne Williamson's previous bestsellers -- A Return to Love, A Woman's Worth, and Illuminata -- explored the
issue of relationships. Now, in this deeply personal collection of essays, prayers, and self-reflection, she turns to romantic
love. In Illuminata, Williamson wrote that "we experience God to the extent to which we love, forgive, and focus on the good
in others and ourselves." Now, in Enchanted Love, she writes that "enchanted partnership begins with the conscious
understanding, on the part of two people, that the purpose of their relationship is not so much material as spiritual, and the
internal skills demanded by it are prodigious." High romance, she says, "is not about past or future. It is not about
practicality. It is not about society or worldly routines. It is an audacious ride to the center of what is, at the heart of every
person. It is a bold and masterful inquiry into what two people really are and how we might become, while still on earth, the
angels who reside within us."

I Was Carlos Castaneda
Academic American encyclopedia
The author of Homage to the Sun journeys around the world to explore the vital, living world of Christian mysticism, a
collection of practices and teachings based on ancient Christian traditions. 12,500 first printing.

The Power of Intention
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